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Yacht Boarding Systems will be introducing several new products at the St Petersburg Boat Show December 4
to December 7, 2008. Booth# 46-48
Introducing our newly re-designed vessel side mount for our fixed length ramps and the new telescoping ramps.
This mount will allow users to support the telescoping or fixed length ramp from the transom or either side of
their vessel and position the ramp forward, aft, or straight out from the side. (180 degrees swivel)
Side Mount using our saddle mounting option
Side Mount using our saddle mounting option
Side Mount with our PS-10 10’ Steadi-Plank™ ramp
A cable assisted retraction system (C.A.R.S.) for dock mounted STEADI-PLANK™ ramps. (Also may be able
to be used on some vessels) This system counter-balances the weight of the ramp to allow you to raise and
lower the ramp with just one finger.
C.A.R.S. System
C.A.R.S. System
We will also re-introduce our line of 33” wide wheelchair accessible boat boarding ramps.
5’ wheelchair ramp on a tour boat
4’ wheelchair ramp
Wheelchair ramp that goes from the dock all the way to the Helm. Total length is 23’
We will also show a manually deployed telescoping Passerelle style STEADI-PLANK™ ramp that will extend
from 7’ to 11’ with two sections. As well as a flat base for mounting on a swim/dive platform or vessel deck.

It can swivel 180 degrees horizontally side to side and pivot up and down with the tide. It uses our standard
fixed length ramps or our telescoping product.
As with all of our products, the STEADI-PLANK™ ramps that you have already purchased can be upgraded to
any of the above NEW products. When you purchase a STEADI-PLANK™ boarding ramp system, you can
grow with us as our product line grows.

Unsure about your first step..don't be..Use The STEADI-PLANK™ Boat Boarding Ramp System©!

